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 Main goals of the study: 

o To understand why it’s important for brands to elicit an emotional response 

o To determine whether a commercial message is enhanced by using a common 
brand across media platforms 

o To understand whether a lead platform, in this instance magazines, can 
enhance responses to other platforms 

 Method: Neuro-insight recruited 180 consumers, all females aged 18-34 and measured 
brain responses using their proprietary technique: steady state topography (analagous 
to EEG). This enables you to look at a number of core metrics as a result of electrical 
activity in the brain, namely: 

o Engagement 

o Long term memory encoding 

o Desirability 

o Emotional Intensity 

o Visual Attention 

We exposed consumers to the Heat brand across its 4 core platforms (Magazine, Radio, 
TV and Online), exposing consumers to the editorial and commercial content. To 
benchmark our results we compared response across the core metrics against a control. 
The control involved exposing consumers to the same platforms, but with a different 
brand on each platform. The controls brands were of comparable size and profile to the 
Heat brand on that platform. We matched the commercial messages respondents were 
exposed to across Heat and the control cell. 
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 Main findings 

o The heat brand elicits a strong and positive emotional state, which translates to 
advertsing displayed in the context of the brand 

o Responses to advertising message across platforms linked consistently by the 
heat brand are stronger than those without 

o heat magazine primes response to linked radio and online advertising 

 Overall Market Impact: Over 300 people across media agencies and clients have now 
seen the research. There was an extensive trade marketing campaign that ran in 
parallel which over 500 people attended.  

There are currently numerous proactive pitches in the market off the back of this 
activity and there has been an increased interest in partnering with Heat across more 
than 2 media platforms.  
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